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About the Center
Teaching the French language began in the Kingdom of Bahrain in the
seventies as it was taught in the Bahraini schools, specifically in the secondary
stage of the literary track, and at the University of Bahrain since 1995. The
French Studies Center was inaugurated on February 11th, 2009, under the
auspices of the representative of the President of the French Republic,
former President of the Arab World Institute in Paris, Dominique Baudis,
and in the presence of His Excellency Dr. Majid bin Ali Al Nuaimi, Minister of
Education, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the University of Bahrain,
and His Excellency Dr. Ebrahim Mohammed Janahi, former President of the
University of Bahrain. This coincided with the visit of former French President
Nicolas Sarkozy to the Kingdom of Bahrain. The opening of the center came
within the framework of strengthening relations between the two countries
and in support of common goals that contribute to extending more bridges

Our Goals
• Enhancing the importance of learning foreign languages to keep
pace with the requirements of the times.
• Teaching French as a foreign language through all kinds of modern
educational means.
• Introducing and disseminating the Francophone culture, where
the students became acquainted with the customs and traditions
of the French-speaking communities.
• Promote the principle of cultural dialogue through educational
and cultural activities and events that allow students to discuss
social issues and exchange.

of communication and cultural and scientific dialogue between the Kingdom

• Develop language skills in the French language among the center’s

of Bahrain and the French Republic. This center is responsible for teaching

students to give them better opportunities in the labor market.

the French language and introducing its culture.

Our Vision
The center seeks to be a distinguished scientific center
locally and at the level of the Arab Gulf region in the field
of methods of teaching French as a foreign language and
French studies, especially those related to the reality of
teaching French in the Kingdom of Bahrain.

Our Message
Teaching the French language, introducing the
Francophone culture, and supporting scientific research
in the fields of applied linguistics for the benefit of
teaching French as a foreign language.

Director's Message
We welcome you to The French Studies Center at the University of Bahrain.
The French Studies Center is one of the oldest foreign language centers at the
University of Bahrain, dating back to the early nineties when it was established
in the College of Arts building and was under the umbrella of the Department of
English Language and Literature.
The center embraces all lovers of the French language and promotes the
dissemination of Francophone culture. Our mission is to seek to develop horizons
of thought, cultural awareness and intercultural communication skills. We aim
to develop students› language skills and ability to communicate in French.
The French Studies Center prepares a lot of educational and cultural events and
activities outside the classroom for students of the center and for those wishing
to engage in them from the students of the University of Bahrain, which are
held on Mondays and Wednesdays of every week during the student activities
hours, such as showing films in French and workshops to develop reading Oral,
speaking and pronunciation, in addition to discussing topics related to the daily
life of the Francophone societies and their comparison with the Bahraini society.
The center also holds training workshops, lectures, seminars and cultural
meetings.

Dr. Sara Abdulla Bader
Director of the French Studies

The Centre’s Developments

The centre seeks to be a distinguished scientific
centre locally and at the level of the Arab Gulf
region in the fields of methods of teaching French
as a foreign language and French studies, especially
those related to the reality of teaching French in the
Kingdom of Bahrain.

The centre provides linguistic expertise in the field of
the French language and methods of teaching it as a
foreign language to achieve knowledge and cultural
communication in service of the labor market and
scientific research to achieve a greater amount of
social service. As well as preparing scientifically and
professionally qualified outputs in the field of the
French language through a high-quality program in
accordance with the best international standards
and practices.

French Studies Centre Programs

Study plan for the French language minor program
First semester

Second semester

FREN 141

FREN 142

Third semester

FREN231

Fourth semester

FREN232

FREN310

FREN 312

Foundations of French 1:

French Foundations 2

French - Intermediate Level 1

French - Intermediate Level 2

French - Advanced Level 1

French - Advanced Level 2

You will understand greeting phrases and class instructions,
acquire the basics of conversation (introducing yourself,
exchanging greetings and using courtesy expressions) and
understanding basic information in dialogue. Besides, you will
be able to understand the person talking about his hobbies,
interests and future plans, and understand the request recorded
on the answering machine or on a written message.

After this course you will be able to formally and
informally ask people to do something, to talk about and
recount events in the past. You will learn how to interact
in the field of trade, express quantity, and inquire about
price. In addition to giving a positive or negative opinion
and writing an invitation and responding to it positively or
negatively with justification.

Read and understand trends in messages and calls,
short texts that express commitment or prohibition,
messages that contain information and advice that are
useful in certain situations. Producing texts that explain
to the person what instructions to follow related to
accomplishing a particular task and understanding the
description of places and information in tourist brochures
with the narration of routines or scenes and describing the
biography of people, and writing this in a message or text.

Express your likes and dislikes, describe your dreams and fears,
talk about your usual activities and interests, and describe
your clothing habits. You will describe your environment
and compare it with other environments, as well as request
information from or about a person by asking in a formal and
informal way. You will be able to understand oral documents
in a comprehensive and detailed manner, and understand
important information for interviews, programmes, reports,
investigations, and different points of view.

After completing this course, the student will
be able to produce texts to express certain or
uncertain information resulting from doubts, and
to express his point of view. The student will be
given oral questions, talking about future plans,
expressing wishes to someone and understanding
messages of congratulations. The student will
also submit a written project to a person he
corresponds with in a French-speaking country.

This course allows the student to express using the form
of conditions, and to express his decisions in writing
or orally. Determine the people's occupations during
interviews and describe their eating and physical habits.
The student acquires the skill to interact in interviews and
to talk about the study and his professional experiences,
and he will be able to describe and narrate memories in
addition to understanding oral documents and identifying
different situations and perspectives for the interviews.

Study plan for the French language minor program
Fifth semester

FREN 313

FREN411

Sixth semester

FREN 412

FREN 413

French - Advanced Level 2

French - Professional Language 1

French - Professional Language 2

French - Professional Language 3

In this course, the student will learn how to write a
newsletter summary, a letter of request, a story from
a photographic situation, and a letter expressing
disappointment or dissatisfaction. How to respond
to proposals and understand expressive letters and
business messages. The student will also learn how to
propose projects and support them with arguments and
justifications, as well as understanding literary excerpts.

In this course, students learn how to talk about memories
using all kinds of past inflections, express lifestyles, causes
and consequences of a problem, express predictions or
probabilities, talk about motives and habits, express a
point of view, and report on trips.

The student will be able to organize letters, interact
by telephone, and interact by mail by expressing
dissatisfaction, complaining, protesting, blaming,
challenging, accusing, as well as expressing cause
and effect.

After studying this course, the student will master how to
introduce himself and get to know others, express his desires
and interests, interact and request information, suggest
improvements to develop a project or cultural event, provide
evidence about an experience, interact orally and provide
information about his social status and present a cultural project,
persuasion by presenting arguments , to understand a topic or
story in a media program and an understanding of a magazine
article or audio document to identify its topic.

Centre Facilities

Specialization and the Labor Market
The center aspires to expand the sub-specialization track in the French language by opening this track to more
faculties and offering French language courses for delicate disciplines such as business, law and tourism, in
addition to opening a bachelor’s program in the French language that qualifies cadres capable of:

Teaching French as a foreign
language.

Working in diplomatic bodies.

Working in the field of translation
from and into French.

Working in various governmental
establishments and the private
sector.

Working in the tourism sector.

Working in foreign companies and
banks residing in the Kingdom
of Bahrain and international
organizations.

Language
lab

Learning
Resources
Centre

The Center’s Staff

Dr. Sara Abdulla Bader
Assistant Professor, Director of the French Studies Center

Dr. Zayed Yousif Shaheen
Assistant Professor

• Fellowship in Academic Practice with Advanced Higher Education in the UK and Postgraduate
Diploma in Academic Practice Development (PCAP Program) offered by the University of Bahrain in
cooperation with York St John University and accredited by the British Higher Education Academy,
University of Bahrain (2018)
• Ph.D. majoring in linguistics, methods of teaching foreign languages and sociolinguistics" from the
University of Franche-Comté in Besançon, France (2012)
• Master's degree in linguistics (methods of teaching French as a foreign language) from the University
of Franche-Comté in Besançon, France (2007)
• Bachelor's degree in Language and Information Sciences from the University of Franche-Comté in
Besançon, France (2005)
• Certificate of Professional Competence for Teaching French as a Foreign Language from the University
of Rouen in France (2004)

• Postgraduate Diploma in Academic Practice Development (PCAP Program) offered by the University
of Bahrain in cooperation with York St John University and accredited by the British Academy of Higher
Education, University of Bahrain (September 2014)
• PhD in Language Sciences and Cultural Communication from the University of Franche-Comté in
Besançon, France (March 2010).
• MA in Methods of Teaching French as a Foreign Language from the University of Franche-Comté in
Besançon, France (September 1990)
• Bachelor of Science in French Language and Literature from the University of Franche-Comté in Besançon,
France (1985)
• Director of The French Studies Center - University of Bahrain from February 7, 2011 to January 5, 2016.

The Center’s staff

The Number of the Center’s
2000
1774

1800
1600

Thamer Al Nuaimi
Research and Teaching Assistant

Mrs. Sonia Abdel Salam Hadrich
Librarian, Centre for French Studies

1400
1200
1000

905

• Interested in research in French linguistics.

• MA in Media from the University of Bahrain (2019)
• BA in Tourism with a minor in English Language and Literature
from University of Bahrain (2010)
• Diploma in Fine Arts and Graphic Design from the University
of Tunis (1988)
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• BA in English Language and Literature with a minor in French
from the University of Bahrain.
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Minor courses in French language

Student experiences

Student experiences

Al-Anoud Al-Dosari

Eman Al-Raei

Bayan Salman

Sarangi Sasidhar

Moza Saad

Maryam Al-Mutawa

The University of Bahrain gave me the
opportunity to learn the French language
through the minor in addition to, and
the level of French language courses at
the University of Bahrain ranges from
foundational courses to an advanced
level, and full assistance and guidance
is provided by teachers. Workshops are
also organized that help to further enrich
the information in the French language
and learn new terms by reading plays
and learning French songs and poems.

Learning French is exciting and studying
at The French Studies Center makes it
possible. During your studies, you will study
the language and explore French culture.
In the centre, there is a library with books
for all levels. There are many activities
held at the centre that will bring you closer
to achieving fluency and enjoying your
studies. You will be provided with the tools
and knowledge you need, but you must
have the desire to learn and perseverance.

What I really want to say to students
who are going to enrol in this major is
not to listen to voices that discourage
you or make you hesitant. Talking about
French being complicated, difficult, risky
to GPA and so forth in negative speech
is not entirely true. The truth is that if
the passion is there and the desire to
learn is there, then that›s all you need to
.succeed and make the road easier for you

On joining UOB, knowing about the French
Studies Center got me excited to venture
more into the language. The classroom
interactions and the group activities made
me feel confident in speaking a foreign
language like French. In addition to the
classroom sessions, the activities at the
computer lab and the role plays enacted
by us made the acquaintance with the
language more engaging. the library is yet
another interesting spot enriched with a
wide range of resources, novels, books
and academic guides for the students
to improve the learning of the French
language.

The French language gave me selfconfidence and the ability to defy
difficulties. French taught me that there
is no impossible word. It gave me the
opportunity to get to know people of high
standing in society, and to represent my
country three times in the capital of light
France. The largest and most important
role is attributed to The French Studies
Center at the University of Bahrain, which
gave me the opportunity to participate
in several activities, including the
International Day of Francophonie, making
new friends, and developing my language
level in the centre’s lab.

I have personally participated in most
of the activities and workshops in the
centre, which directly helped me to learn
the language to the fullest and refine my
personality, in addition to the contribution
of these activities to broadening my
awareness and my knowledge of the
language from several angles. The French
Studies Center, in cooperation with the
Embassy of France in the Kingdom of
Bahrain, gave me the opportunity to
take an intensive course in learning the
French language at the Cavilam Institute
in Vichy, France, for a month in 2019.

Centre Activities

Celebrating the International Day of Francophonie
The French Studies Center held a celebration of the International Day
of Francophonie with a series of cultural activities and competitions for
students of the University of Bahrain to introduce them to the concept
of Francophone and introduce them to the cultures of French-speaking
peoples. This event included an art exhibition, a French oral reading and
dictation competition, as well as a competition in general culture.

The first regional symposium in the methods of
teaching French as a foreign language

13 thesis
5 Research studies

8 Theoretical papers

The French Studies Center organized a regional symposium entitled “Didactic of the French Language
as a Foreign Language in the Universities of the Arab Gulf,” which was held on Wednesday and Thursday,
corresponding to 17 and 18 April 2019, at the Bahrain Facilities Hall at the University of Bahrain. The
symposium hosted experts in this field from the Kingdom of Bahrain, the Sultanate of Oman, the

The reality of teaching the French language in the universities of the Arab
Gulf states

State of Kuwait and France. Most of them are professors who teach French in the universities of the
Arab Gulf.
The objective of the centre’s initiative to organize this symposium comes within the scope of the

Methods of teaching French as a foreign language and the various
challenges it faces at the academic level in the Gulf region

centre’s management’s vision to activate scientific research by urging members of the centre to
research and participate in seminars, to exchange experiences and reflect on common challenges and
difficulties, and to see the latest developments in the methods of teaching the French language.

Integrating modern information and communication technology into the
teaching of the French language

Participation with two
research papers in an
international conference
The Spanish University of Nebrija in Madrid
organized an international conference entitled
“Applied Linguistics for Teaching Foreign
Languages: Towards Multilingualism” from 27
to 29 June 2019, where the Centre submitted
two scientific papers that were accepted by
the Scientific Committee.

Reading Day in French
The French Studies Center celebrated Reading
Day, as this event included a competition in the
oral reading of excerpts from famous French
literature for the centre’s students. This event
aims to motivate students to read and enhance the
skill of reading aloud and correct pronunciation in
the French language.

Training Workshop for French Language Teachers

International Day of Teachers of the French

The French Studies Center, in cooperation with the French Embassy, held a FLEKaton workshop for designing the
Escape game for the benefit of learning the French language, on developments in the use of modern technology to
design educational materials and activities. A group of language teachers participated in this workshop. French during
the period from 4 to 7 November 2019 at the University of Bahrain. The workshop aims to promote the concept of
cooperative learning and learning by completing tasks, solving problems and discovering, so that some digital tools
are used to design educational activities and thus design the escape game, which are educational situations where a
group of students must find solutions by practicing the language competencies in the French language.

The French Studies Center participated in the celebration of the International Day of Teachers of the
French Language, which was organized by the French Embassy in the Kingdom of Bahrain. These
workshops aim to familiarize faculty members with the latest developments in the methods of teaching
French as a foreign language.
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